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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Note Design Studio

Landscape by Zero

A collaboration between Note Design Studio and Zero, brought us
the Landscape suspension lights. A collection of modular lights,
with a streamlined design and aluminium body. Landscape is the
perfect lighting for office spaces, or dinning areas. The
suspension is meant to reconfigure any space with its straight
lines and repetitive form; inspired by the idea that nature lacks
linearity. Hence, the designers extract the silhouette of mountain
chains and inserted it into the pendant light.

Landscape is available in two sizes, which represent two different
lengths: Small (L1156) and Large (L1706). The suspension is
available in a choice of five colour options, black, white, grey,
purple metallic and blue metallic. The colours are customisable,
so if you prefer a different finish, please contact us for more
information and pricing. In addition, you can choose to connect
several Landscape suspensions, creating a long mountain range
in your office space or business. The brackets to connect the
lights are available as an accessory.

Finally, the suspension benefits from an integrated LED source,
of either 50W for the small and 93W for the large and longer light.
The light emits 60% uplight and 40% downlight, making it a great
light for any task and creating a unique feel and atmosphere.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

Small - 50W, 3000K, 4140 lumens
Large - 93W, 3000K, 6210 lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via DALI/Push to make dimming
systems. Please consult your electrician,
additional wiring may be required on site.

Dimensions: Small :
115.6 cm length
4.4 cm height
3.6 cm width

Large :
170.6 cm length
4.4 cm height
3.6 cm width

250 cm cable length
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